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Spectral line-by-line pulse shaping for optical
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We demonstrate optical arbitrary pulse-train generation using spectral line-by-line pulse shaping. The pulse
train within each period can be independently controlled as specified. © 2007 Optical Society of America
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. INTRODUCTION
ulse-shaping techniques, in which user-specified ul-
rashort pulse fields are synthesized via parallel manipu-
ation of optical Fourier components, are now widely
dopted [1]. Among the almost arbitrary waveforms en-
bled by pulse shaping, one subset with particular appeal
nvolves generation and manipulation of optical pulse
rains. Discrete pulse train packets (or bursts) have been
enerated by both Fourier transform pulse shapers [2–4]
nd direct space-to-time pulse shapers [5,6]. In these ex-
eriments the pulse train bursts were isolated in time
nd occupied a short time window compared to the laser
epetition rate. Manipulation of continuous trains of
ulses has attracted interest for many applications, in-
luding high-speed optical fiber communications, ul-
rafast optical signal processing, and photonically as-
isted generation of arbitrary millimeter-wave and
icrowave electromagnetic waveforms. Continuous

ulse-train manipulation is usually implemented by all
ptical processing of pulses from high-repetition-rate
�10 GHz� mode-locked lasers [7–19]. The simplest ex-
mple for continuous pulse-train operation is repetition
ate multiplication (RRM) [7–15], which is usually imple-
ented by spectral intensity or spectral phase filtering.

n addition to simple RRM, continuous pulse trains with
ontrollable patterns and envelopes have also been pro-
osed and demonstrated [16–19]. In these demonstra-
ions, high-repetition-rate mode-locked lasers ��10 GHz�
re essential. In the frequency domain the output of such
ode-locked lasers are characterized by an evenly spaced

eries of discrete spectral lines, with the frequency spac-
ng equal to the pulse repetition rate. Recently we have
emonstrated spectral line-by-line pulse shaping [20], in
hich we are able to resolve and manipulate individual

pectral lines from mode-locked lasers at �10 GHz. The
apability of line-by-line pulse shaping immediately leads
o efforts in pursuing optical arbitrary waveform genera-
ion [21]. In this paper we demonstrate optical arbitrary
ulse-train generation (OAPTG) using spectral line-by-
ine pulse shaping, in which a pulse train spanning the
ntire period can be generated, and individual pulses can
0740-3224/07/092124-5/$15.00 © 2
e independently manipulated to have different user-
pecified waveforms. This is in contrast to the pulse-train
eneration also using a Fourier transform pulse shaper
ut in the group of lines pulse-shaping regime [2–4], in
hich the pulse train spreads only to a very small fraction
f the period. This limitation associated with the group of
ines regime hinders capabilities for pulse-train genera-
ion significantly; for example, even two-times RRM is im-
ossible.

. PRINCIPLE AND TECHNIQUE OF LINE-
Y-LINE SHAPING
or the purpose of OAPTG, the filter function has to be
btained first in order to properly control the spectral
omponents of short periodic input pulses with our Fou-
ier transforms line-by-line pulse shaper. Suppose the
pectrum of the input pulses is A���; then A���exp�−i���
orresponds to pulses with delay �. Consider generating a
imple pulse train with two identical unshaped pulses in
ach period; the spectrum is A���+A���exp�−i���, and the
esultant filter function is H���=1+exp�−i���. This can
e immediately generalized to a pulse train with many
ulses in each period. Furthermore, individual pulses in
ach period can be shaped to desired waveforms in a dif-
erent way. Mathematically, the filter function can be
ritten as

H��� = �
k

ak exp�− i��k�Hk���, �1�

here the complex amplitude ak allows us to control indi-
idual amplitudes and phases, the delay of the kth pulse
n the period is determined by �k, and the waveform of the
th pulse is determined by its individual filter function
k���. It is clear that all pulses are phase coherent. In our

ollowing experiments, the required spectral intensity
nd phase control are derived from the filter function in
q. (1). The spectral intensity control is normalized to the
aximum of �H����2. The number of pulses is limited by

he period and pulse width. In most of our experiments,
007 Optical Society of America
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he delays between pulses are sufficiently large, so pulses
re well separated.
Line-by-line pulse shaping control for OAPTG is imple-
ented by the well-developed ultrashort pulse-shaping

echniques [1] using a fiber-coupled Fourier-transform
ulse shaper that incorporates a 2�128 pixel liquid crys-
al modulator (LCM) array to independently control both
he intensity and phase of each spectral line. In order to
chieve line-by-line pulse shaping, great care is taken in
he pulse-shaper design to improve resolution. A fiber-
oupled pulse shaper with a reflective geometry is utilized
s shown in Fig. 1, which includes a collimator/telescope
ombination to produce a collimated beam with �18 mm
iameter, a 1200 grooves/mm grating, a lens with
000 mm focal length, an LCM with a 12.8 mm aperture
nd 2�128 independent pixels, a retroreflecting mirror, a
irculator and a polarization controller (PC). The mea-
ured passband width is 2.6 GHz at the 3 dB points.

. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
ur experiments are performed using a harmonically
ode-locked fiber laser producing 3.5 ps (FWHM) pulses

entered near 1542 nm. The laser is running at 9.15 GHz,
hich precisely maps the spectral line spacing of the laser

o the pixel spacing of the pulse shaper (we use two pixels
o control one spectral line). The spectral lines from our
ode-locked laser have sufficient stability (�5% fre-

uency fluctuations of the individual spectral line posi-
ions with respect to the line spacing) for our demonstra-
ion. These short pulses are input into the line-by-line
ulse shaper, which can be easily programmed to allow
or convenient testing with various arbitrary optical pulse
rains. The output of the pulse shaper is measured by an
ptical spectrum analyzer and intensity cross correlator
sing the initial unshaped pulse as the reference.
Figure 2 shows examples of repetition rate multiplica-

ion (RRM), which is a particular case of OAPTG. Figure
A shows the input spectrum and pulses (intensity cross
orrelation). For phase-coherent pulses from a mode-
ocked laser, the phase difference between adjacent pulses
s determined by the comb offset frequency or the abso-
ute position of the spectral lines [22]. Without loss of gen-
rality, we assume that the phase difference between
ulses is zero in our following discussion. Figure 2B and
C show true RRM by periodically blocking one or mul-
iple lines using spectral line-by-line intensity-only con-
rol [8–10]. This method results in both temporal inten-

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the line-by-line pulse shaper.
ity and phase RRM, so the phase difference between
ulses remains zero after RRM. Here 2 times and 3 times
RM are demonstrated to generate pulse trains at 18.30
nd 27.45 GHz repetition rate. This can be readily ex-
ended to higher RRM. Figure 2D shows another well-
nown approach for RRM—the temporal Talbot effect.
he temporal Talbot effect is based on a spectral phase-
nly filter, which usually is implemented via a dispersive
ber or fiber Bragg grating [12–15]. In Fig. 2D we dem-
nstrate two-fold RRM by applying spectral line-by-line
hase control, where the spectral intensity remains es-
entially unchanged and spectral phases
� /2 0 � /2 0 . . . � are applied to individual lines. Note
hat the temporal Talbot effect leads to intensity-only
RM, and its temporal phase period remains the same as

he input pulses. The temporal phase distribution in this
xample is �� /4 3� /4 � /4 3� /4 . . . � [12,13], according to
he following discussion. RRM, by up to a factor of five
ased on the Talbot effect implemented using line-by-line
ulse shaping, is reported in [23].
It is easy to verify that these RRM approaches are par-

icular cases of the proposed OAPTG. For example, for
wo-fold true RRM, the filter function is H���=1
exp�−i�T /2�, where T is the input pulse train period. It
xactly corresponds to a periodic spectral intensity-only
lter (blocking every other spectral line) achieved by a

ine-by-line pulse shaper. Please note that here with a fre-
uency comb we care only about the sampled filter func-
ion, with samples at frequency positions 2�m /T (m is an
nteger). For two-fold intensity RRM with the
albot effect, the filter function is H���=exp�i� /4�
exp�−i�T /2�exp�i3� /4�, which corresponds to a periodic
pectral phase-only filter �� /2 0 � /2 0 . . . � applied by the
ine-by-line pulse shaper. After inverse Fourier transform
t is clear that the resulting intensity-multiplied pulse

ig. 2. OAPTG examples: repetition rate multiplication (RRM).
, input; B, C; 2 times and 3 times RRM by spectral-intensity-
nly control; D, 2 times RRM by spectral-phase-only control (tem-
oral Talbot effect).
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rain has a temporal phase distribution of
� /4 3� /4 � /4 3� /4 . . . �. These examples demonstrate
he capability for temporal intensity (here the intensities
re made equal) and phase control on individual pulses in
ach period.

Figure 3A shows a pulse train with a binary pattern
1 1 0 1� in each period, where pulses are located at 0,
/4, and 3T /4. Pulse intensities for 1 are very close to

qual and are negligible for 0 (−25 dB lower). Both at-
ributes still remain significant challenges in previous
emonstrations [19]. To show arbitrary temporal inten-
ity control rather than a binary pattern, an example of
n intensity ladder pattern �0 1/4 1/2 1� is presented in
ig. 3B. Unlike simple RRM in Fig. 2 implemented by
ither a spectral intensity-only or a phase-only filter func-
ion, the patterns in Fig. 3 generally require simulta-
eous spectral intensity and phase control. (Note how-
ver that the pattern �1 1 0 1� can also be generated
y a phase-only filter, e.g., with phases
0 0 2 arctan��2� 2 arctan��2� . . . �). Also note that in
igs. 3A and 3B the pulses are evenly spaced, at the same
emporal positions as in four-fold RRM, which results in
eriodic filter functions (periodic every four spectral
ines). This is evident in the measured spectra. Figure 3C
hows an example for arbitrary delay control in contrast
o Figs. 3A and 3B. Three pulses in each period are lo-
ated at 0, −25, and −75 ps, resulting in irregular pulse
eparations (��1=50 ps, ��2=25 ps, ��3=34.3 ps). As a re-
ult, the filter function is not periodic any more, as clear
rom the spectrum in Figure 3C. These examples demon-
trate the capability for arbitrary temporal intensity and
elay control on individual pulses in each period.
In the above examples, all the pulses essentially keep

he same profile as the input pulse. According to Eq. (1),
ulses within a single period may also be controlled indi-
idually to have different user-specified waveforms. Fig-
re 4A shows an example of three pulses in each period,

ith one pulse broadened. The temporal broadening is s

3

F
s
t

ealized by applying an additional spectral quadratic
hase on this pulse. Figure 4B shows an example of two
ulses in each period, with an additional spectral cubic
hase applied on one of the pulses. This pulse shows an
scillatory tail as expected, which is a sign of spectral cu-
ic phase. Figure 4C shows an example with three pulses
n each period, where pulse 1 has a linear spectral phase
corresponding to temporal delay), pulse 2 has a quadratic
pectral phase (corresponding to temporal broadening),
nd pulse 3 has a cubic spectral phase (corresponding to
n oscillatory temporal tail). These examples show the ca-
ability for OAPTG using line-by-line pulse shaping, in
articular, the capability for achieving arbitrary wave-
orm control on individual pulses in each period. Figure 5

ig. 4. OAPTG examples. A, one pulse width is broadened; B,
ne pulse has spectral cubic phase; C, pulse #1 has spectral lin-
ar phase, pulse #2 has spectral quadratic phase, pulse #3 has
pectral cubic phase.
hows the spectral line-by-line intensity and phase con-
ig. 3. OAPTG examples. A, binary pattern �1 1 1 0�; B, ladder
attern �0 1/4 1/2 1�; C, arbitrary delay (��1=50 ps, ��2=25 ps,
� =34.3 ps).
ig. 5. Spectral line-by-line control applied by the LCM of pulse
haper for OAPTG pattern in Fig. 4C. A, spectral intensity con-
rol; B, spectral phase control.
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rol applied by the LCM of the pulse shaper for the wave-
orm pattern in Fig. 4C. At some locations the phase
hange per spectral line is � or more—a hallmark of op-
ration in the line-by-line regime.

To generate a pulse train with well-separated indi-
idual pulses, the pulse width must be sufficiently short
actually in Fig. 4C, the pulse oscillatory tail with spectral
ubic phase already starts overlapping with the adjacent
ulse). Otherwise, pulses will overlap with each other,
nd the generated waveform is transformed from the re-
ime of OAPTG to a more general regime—optical arbi-
rary waveform generation, where the waveform can
pread throughout the entire period, which is another
allmark of line-by-line pulse shaping. In the current sca-

ar OAPTG experiments where we are concerned with
nly one polarization, the intensity control in our pulse
haper is obtained through polarization control together
ith a polarizer at the output [1,3]. Therefore, we antici-
ate that vector OAPTG with the additional feature of po-
arization control can be readily achieved with minor

odifications, similar to polarization pulse-shaping ex-
eriments that have been reported in the group of lines
egime [24–27].

The super modes suppression in our laser is greater
han 120 dBc/Hz by using a feedback control for cavity
ength stabilization. The comb offset frequency is not sta-
ilized, so the spectral lines have a 5% frequency fluctua-
ion (with respect to the line spacing). The spectral line
uctuation has almost no effect on the periodicity of the
enerated pulse train, since the periodicity is determined
y the rf driving frequency on the actively mode-locked la-
er, which is quite stable. However, the spectral line fluc-
uation introduces distortion and/or noise on the gener-
ted pulse train and waveforms [20,28]. Although in our
xperiments the spectral lines show sufficient stability for
he OAPTG demonstration, it is highly desirable to have
aser sources with improved stability, since it has been re-
lized that stabilized spectral lines play a critical role in
he spectral line-by-line pulse shaping and optical arbi-
rary waveform generation [29].

. CONCLUSION
e presented various examples of OAPTG using spectral

ine-by-line pulse shaping. We show that the filter func-
ions required for OAPTG can be formulated in a straight-
orward analytical way. The generated pulse trains em-
ody many particular cases, including RRM, the temporal
albot effect, and pulse trains with specified pulse pat-
erns and individual pulse shapes. Essentially, pulse
rains with arbitrary waveform control exercised differ-
ntly on the individual pulses within a single temporal
eriod have been demonstrated.
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